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Ancient Voyaging and Polynesian Origins
Pedro Soares,1,2 Teresa Rito,1,3,4 Jean Trejaut,5 Maru Mormina,1,6 Catherine Hill,1
Emma Tinkler-Hundal,1 Michelle Braid,1 Douglas J. Clarke,3 Jun-Hun Loo,5 Noel Thomson,7
Tim Denham,8 Mark Donohue,9 Vincent Macaulay,7 Marie Lin,5,10 Stephen Oppenheimer,11
and Martin B. Richards1,*
The ‘‘Polynesian motif’’ defines a lineage of human mtDNA that is restricted to Austronesian-speaking populations and is almost fixed in
Polynesians. It is widely thought to support a rapid dispersal of maternal lineages from Taiwan ~4000 years ago (4 ka), but the chronological resolution of existing control-region data is poor, and an East Indonesian origin has also been proposed. By analyzing 157
complete mtDNA genomes, we show that the motif itself most likely originated >6 ka in the vicinity of the Bismarck Archipelago,
and its immediate ancestor is >8 ka old and virtually restricted to Near Oceania. This indicates that Polynesian maternal lineages
from Island Southeast Asia gained a foothold in Near Oceania much earlier than dispersal from either Taiwan or Indonesia 3–4 ka would
predict. However, we find evidence in minor lineages for more recent two-way maternal gene flow between Island Southeast Asia and
Near Oceania, likely reflecting movements along a ‘‘voyaging corridor’’ between them, as previously proposed on archaeological
grounds. Small-scale mid-Holocene movements from Island Southeast Asia likely transmitted Austronesian languages to the longestablished Southeast Asian colonies in the Bismarcks carrying the Polynesian motif, perhaps also providing the impetus for the expansion into Polynesia.

The colonization of Polynesia has been debated for several
centuries, but for the last few decades, the ‘‘out of Taiwan’’
model, based in the first instance on linguistic arguments,
has remained the most widely favored explanation. This
model suggests that the Austronesian-speaking populations of Island Southeast Asia (ISEA), Near Oceania, and
Remote Oceania (including Polynesians) have a common
origin among early Taiwanese agricultural groups who
dispersed into ISEA ~4000 years ago (4 ka), reaching Near
Oceania ~3.5 ka.1,2 These people are often considered
largely responsible for the Lapita phenomenon, a cultural
complex including finely decorated dentate-stamped
pottery, obsidian tools, and shell ornaments that first
appeared on the coasts of the Bismarck Archipelago
~3.5 ka, spreading into Remote Oceania ~3 ka. Alternative
models propose that there have been maritime contacts
between Southeast Asia and Near Oceania from the end of
the Pleistocene ~12 ka,3 or at least before the mid-Holocene,
by ~6 ka,4 leading to the formation of spheres of interaction
along a ‘‘voyaging corridor’’ between Near Oceania and
ISEA.5–7 Hybrid models suggest involvement of both
incoming Austronesian speakers from ISEA and indigenous
populations in the Bismarck Archipelago.8 Recently, it has
been suggested that Taiwan’s role as source of the Austronesian languages may have emerged as it became incorporated into the periphery of maritime networks centered
farther to the south, with minimal gene flow.9

Questions about prehistoric dispersals can be addressed
more directly by archaeogenetics than by either archaeology or linguistics. The ‘‘Polynesian motif’’ and its descendants comprise a clade of mtDNA lineages that together
account for >90% of Polynesian mtDNAs.10–12 For the
last 15 years, it has been recognized that the age and distribution of this clade are key to resolving the issue of the
peopling of Polynesia.10,13–16 However, most of the data
so far available come from the first hypervariable segment
of the mtDNA control region (HVS-I), the interpretation
of which has been highly controversial because of its
poor phylogeographic resolution. Some have argued
that its variation supports the ‘‘out of Taiwan’’ model for
Pacific maternal lineages,10–12,15,16 whereas others have
argued for an origin for the motif—and therefore the
maternal ancestry of the vast majority of islanders themselves—before the mid-Holocene in Wallacea, Eastern
Indonesia.13,14,17
Molecular-clock estimates based on the genetic diversity
accumulated within founder lineages—that is to say, the
level of variation that has arisen since a particular lineage
arrived in a particular location—can be used as a proxy
for colonization times.18 However, HVS-I sequences, and
indeed synonymous sites from complete coding-region
sequences, lack the chronological resolution needed to
distinguish models that differ in predicted dispersal times
by only a few thousand years. To provide the necessary
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precision, we calibrated the mutation rate for the entire
mtDNA genome, and to be confident of the accuracy of
the clock, we also corrected for the effects of purifying
selection.19 We then applied the improved clock, with
both the simple unbiased r statistic and maximum likelihood (ML), to the analysis of 157 complete mtDNA
genomes (81 new to this study; see Table S1 available
online) belonging to haplogroup B4 from mainland East
and Southeast Asians, aboriginal Taiwanese, Island Southeast Asians, and Near and Remote Oceanians (as well as
two Native Americans). For our purposes, ISEA includes
the Philippines, Indonesia, and Malaysian Borneo; Near
Oceania (the western Pacific) includes New Guinea, the
Bismarck Archipelago, Bougainville, and the Solomon
Islands; and Remote Oceania includes Island Melanesia
southeast of the Solomons (including Vanuatu and Fiji),
Polynesia, and Micronesia (Figure 1).
DNA sequencing at the University of Leeds used an ABI
16-capillary 3130XL DNA Analyzer and the protocol
of Torroni et al.,20 and DNA sequencing at Taipei
used an ABI 48-capillary 3730/3730X DNA Analyzer. The
work was approved by the University of Leeds, Faculty of
Biological Sciences Ethics Committee and the Human
Experiment Committee of the Mackay Memorial Hospital
in Taipei, and the samples were collected with the
appropriate informed consent of the subjects. We generated 16 of the 81 new mtDNA genomes by denaturing
high-performance liquid chromatography (dHPLC) and
hybridization with a previously sequenced root-type
B4a1a1a sequence;21 heteroduplexes indicated differences
from the root type. We ran the samples on an automated
3500HT Wave (Transgenomic) dHPLC instrument and
analyzed the results with the Navigator software. We
sequenced all samples with elution profiles that differed
from the standard fragment and the two most different
samples in the scattergraph of the Navigator software for
each temperature in each fragment in order to check for
undetected mutations in the dHPLC analysis. As additional
checks, we also sequenced random fragments from each
sample and completely sequenced four samples. We detected no extra mutations in any fragments presenting
standard elution profiles.
We carried out the phylogenetic analysis via the reducedmedian algorithm22 with the Network 4.5 software with
a total of 164 sequences (Figure S1). These included all of
the available B4a sequences (34–157 in Table S1), additional sequences representing the overall structure of the
B4 tree (1–33 in Table S1), and seven sequences to root
the B4 network and represent the roots of haplogroups
B, R, and N (unnumbered sequences in Table S1).
To provide the maximum possible detail about the
phylogeography of the lineages, we also analyzed
4793 HVS-I sequences, including published sequences
from Taiwan,17,23,24 the Philippines,17,25,26 the rest of
ISEA,17,26–28 the north coast of New Guinea,29 Karkar
Island,30 the Papua New Guinea highlands,31 the south
coast of New Guinea,32 the Bismarck Archipelago,33

Figure 1. Map Showing China, Taiwan, MSEA, ISEA, Near Oceania, and Remote Oceania
Sampling locations and sample sizes for HVS-I sequences used in
the Surfer analyses are indicated. MSEA denotes Mainland Southeast Asia; ISEA denotes Island Southeast Asia.

Bougainville,33 the Solomon Islands,33 Vanuatu,34
Tonga,32 Samoa,35 and Madagascar.36 All previously
unpublished B4 data are shown in Table S2 and Figure 1,
along with sample size and location information. Some
of the data did not include the full stretch of HVS-I that
we used in the analysis (positions 16051–16400), but the
available stretches included >90% of the variation, and
their inclusion greatly strengthened the analysis because
of their key locations.
We tested all of the unclassified B4a samples in the Leeds
laboratory at positions 6719, 10238, 12239, and 15745,
defining haplogroup B4a1a by direct sequencing. Position
6719 was determined by restriction analysis in Taipei by
using the enzyme NalIII, whereas position 10238 was
determined by direct sequencing. Almost all of the samples
fell into B4a1a (Figure S1), the offshore clade identified by
Trejaut et al.23
The published HVS-I sequences, except for the Philippine data of Tabbada et al.,25 had not been tested for any
marker for B4a1a, but we can safely assume that the great
majority of B4a* (that is, excluding B4a1a1) lineages in
ISEA and Taiwanese Austronesian-speaking aboriginals
belong to B4a1a. With the exception of B4a2, which
can be identified from its HVS-I motif, all of the B4a
samples we tested from aboriginal Taiwanese Austronesian-speakers, and >93% of the ISEA samples analyzed,
belonged to this clade.
All of the available samples in the Leeds laboratory, and
most of those in Taipei, were also tested by sequencing for
the transition at position 14022 that defines B4a1a1 (Table
S2). All of the B4a1a* samples (with transitions at HVS-I
positions 16189, 16217, and 16261) tested from the north
coast of New Guinea (except for one [Table S2], plus a published B4a1a1* sequence from the Trobriand Islands), the
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south coast of New Guinea, and the Bismarck Archipelago
were from B4a1a1. One sample in ISEA (from Ujung
Pandang) was from B4a1a1* (Table S2), and two from the
Philippines (one from Mindanao and one from an undetermined location) have also been detected.25 For variation
within New Guinea and the Pacific in published data
(not tested for 14022), we assumed that the samples belong
mainly to the B4a1a1 clade, because 98.6% of the samples
that we tested were from this clade.
We estimated clade ages for both complete genomes and
HVS-I19 and analyzed different data sets independently
in order to explore different geographical aspects of the
diversity in the B4a1a tree. We excluded Remote Pacific
sequences from clade age estimates because they have
undergone severe founder effects and redispersals
(although they were used to calculate founder ages for
the locations concerned). For ML analyses, four different
trees were used, including the same set of deeper lineages,
but differing in the B4a1a data included: tree 1 included all
the available B4a1a complete mtDNAs from Taiwan, ISEA,
and Near Oceania, tree 2 included only the B4a1a data set
from Taiwan, tree 3 included only the B4a1a data set from
ISEA, and tree 4 included only the B4a1a1 data set from the
Bismarck Archipelago. The sequences used in each tree are
shown in Table S1.
We carried out founder analysis to estimate settlement
times as we previously did, using the f1 criterion to identify
founder sequence types by screening out likely back-migration and back-mutation.18,37,38 Founder age estimates use
only the r statistic because no way yet exists of employing
ML for this purpose. Cross-comparison of age estimates via
both approaches (e.g., Table 1) shows that they give
comparable results, albeit with wider confidence intervals
for r.
We calculated haplotype diversity as before17 and calculated the mean number of pairwise differences (p) and the
r statistic with Network 4.5. We also used r, usually presented as a measure of time depth, as a diversity index
for different geographic regions. Note that the associated
age estimates in these cases do not correspond to the
time of arrival of the clade into each geographic region,
because in most cases diversity is carried over from the
source to the sink and must be excluded from any age estimates, as is done systematically in a founder analysis.
Thus, in the founder analyses, a founder age, corresponding to a r value that excludes any diversity present in the
hypothetical source population or populations, was used
to approximate the arrival time of a clade in a geographic
region. There is one particular case, however, in which
the raw age estimate calculated from the diversity of a clade
is meaningful in terms of time depth: this is the case for the
region in which the clade first arose. In this case, the time
to the most recent common ancestor also estimates the
time in which it has been evolving within that region.
The Polynesian motif defines a recent, geographically
restricted subclade, B4a1a1a, of haplogroup B4 (Figure 2;
for more detail, see Figure S1). Haplogroup B4 itself arose

Table 1.

Age Estimates for B4a1a1 and B4a1a1a
Indonesia (yr)

Bismarcks (yr)

Overall (yr)

Maximum
likelihood

6000
(3400; 8650)

8400
(4850; 12,050)

6800
(4950; 8700)

Complete
genome clock, r

5650
(1050; 10,400)

9300
(3600; 15,200)

7900
(3450; 12,450)

Synonymous, r

4300
(850; 7750)

8550
(1500; 15,600)

6500
(2000; 11,000)

Control region, ra

0 (0)

12250
(0; 25,650)

9300
(2250; 16,350)

Maximum
likelihood

4000
(2000; 6000)

6650
(4500; 8850)

5300
(4050; 6600)

Complete
genome clock, r

3900
(1950; 5850)

6950
(3600; 10,400)

5850
(3850; 7800)

Synonymous, r

4750
(950; 8500)

9050
(800; 17,350)

7150
(1750; 12,550)

Control region, r

3450
(250; 6600)

12,000
(5350; 18,650)

7700
(4300; 11,100)

B4a1a1

B4a1a1a

B4a1a1 and B4a1a1a are defined by the ‘‘pre-motif’’ and the Polynesian motif,
respectively. Estimates with associated 95% confidence limits are shown for
Indonesia, the Bismarck Archipelago, and the overall data set via maximum
likelihood (complete genomes) and r for three different molecular clocks,
two of them with independent sources of variation (control region and synonymous clocks).
a
Corresponds to paragroup B4a1a1*.

~44 ka, most likely on the East Asian or Southeast Asian
mainland, where it is dispersed especially around the
coastal regions from Vietnam to Japan. It subdivided
~35 ka into three main subclades: B4a, B4b’d, and B4c
(with a subclade of B4b, B2, found uniquely in Native
Americans and dating to ~15 ka19). Subclades B4a
and B4a1 are also likely to have arisen on the mainland,
~24 ka and ~20 ka, respectively, but B4a1a is restricted to
offshore populations in Taiwan, ISEA, and the Pacific
(Figure 3A).15,23 Its distribution and age of 8–12 ka
(Figure 4; Table S3) suggest that people carrying B4a1a
may have been separated from the Asian mainland by
the sea-level rises that accompanied global warming at
the end of the Pleistocene.39 The long stalk from B4a1a
to its ancestral B4a1 node ~20 ka suggests extensive genetic
drift during this period; this pattern of long late-Pleistocene branches followed by Holocene starbursts is also
seen in haplogroup E, which has a similar distribution.38
Although an early Holocene dispersal from Taiwan to
ISEA is possible,23 diversity indices (Table S4) suggest that
the presence of B4a1a in Taiwan more likely represents
a dispersal event from ISEA, which a founder analysis
would date to ~6.3 ka (Table S5), again mirroring haplogroup E. Dispersal from ISEA to Taiwan has also recently
been indicated by large-scale genome-wide SNP analysis.40
B4a1a1, the clade defined by the ‘‘pre-motif’’ transition
at position 14022,23 is the immediate ancestor of the subclade carrying the Polynesian motif. It is absent from
Taiwan and found primarily in Near Oceania, with a strong
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Figure 2. Chronology of Human mtDNA Haplogroup B4, with
a Focus on the Austronesian-Specific B4a1a Clade
Branch lengths were estimated via maximum likelihood (ML) and
a time-dependent molecular clock obtained from four ML trees,
with data from different regions within B4a1a (overall data,
Taiwan, ISEA, and Bismarck Archipelago only). ISEA denotes
Island Southeast Asia; PM denotes Polynesian motif.
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geographical focus on the Bismarck Archipelago
(Figure 3B). It is also most diverse in the Bismarcks (Table
1 and Table S6), and although the overall age is estimated
at ~6.8 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 4.9, 8.7) ka, this rises
to ~8.4 (95% CI: 4.9, 12.1) ka with data only from the Bismarcks region, whereas the age estimates for Indonesia are
consistently lower than those for the Bismarcks. Thus,
B4a1a1 most likely either arose from a B4a1a ancestor
within the Bismarcks or arrived there from further west
in the early Holocene, much earlier than the appearance
of Lapita and the putative arrival of Austronesian
languages (3.5 ka at most).
This interpretation differs from that of Tabbada et al.,25
but their analysis relies upon only two B4a1a1* paragroup
sequences (i.e., B4a1a1 lineages excluding B4a1a1a) identified in the Philippines (one of which is from an unprovenanced sample), which our analysis suggests are most
likely recent migrants from farther south. B4a1a1 occurs
at <0.5% in the existing Philippine data.
B4a1a1a, the clade defined by the Polynesian motif,
arose because of a transition at the control-region position
16247.11 It is the most frequent subclade within B4a1a and
approaches fixation in Remote Oceania. Its distribution
(Figure 3C) radiates dramatically eastward from the Bismarcks, with subsequent minor reverse flow westward
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C
Figure 3. Spatial Frequency Distributions of HVS-1 Variation
Created by using the Kriging Algorithm of the Surfer Package
(A) Paragroup B4a1a* (excluding B4a1a1).
(B) Paragroup B4a1a1* (excluding B4a1a1a).
(C) Haplogroup B4a1a1a (defined by the Polynesian motif).

into Wallacea25 (and ultimately into Madagascar36). In
contrast to its ancestral cluster (the premotif B4a1a1*),
B4a1a1a has been seen at moderate frequencies in
Indonesia, to the east of Wallace’s line. However the virtual
absence of B4a1a1* in Indonesia makes the motif’s origin
in Wallacea very unlikely, contrary to our earlier suggestion
that assumed a simple west-to-east progression.13
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20 ka

B4a1

25000

Pleistocene
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Figure 4. B4a1a Age Estimates and Putative
Prehistoric Processes
Overlapping ranges of the 95% confidence intervals
of the different age estimates within B4a1a and estimated times of several hypothetical events in archaeology and paleoclimatology are indicated. Details of
age estimates within the B4a1a clade are presented in
Table 1 and Tables S3 and S8.
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and the age estimates in Indonesia from
complete mtDNA genomes (ranging from 3.9
to 4.8 ka; Table 1), it is possible that the clade
dispersed west from the Bismarcks into ISEA
as early as 4–5 ka.
15 ka
A pre-Lapita origin in the Bismarcks is also
supported by a further major subclade,
First Flood
B4a1a1a1, nested within the motif clade,
defined by a transition at position 6905
Second Flood
(Figure S1), dating to 6.8 (95% CI: 3.7, 9.8) ka
via complete mtDNAs. It was carried into
10 ka
Remote Oceania but has not been detected in
Indonesian West Papua and has been observed
Third Flood
in only one sample from the north coast of
Stabilization of
Papua New Guinea. Most likely, the clade arose
coastal environment
after the main redispersal of the Polynesian
5 ka
Austronesian
motif to the west or, at least, was present at
expansion (OOT)
a lower frequency at that time and was thereExpansions into
Near & Remote
fore not carried by the dispersal into ISEA.
Oceania
A complete mtDNA founder estimate for the
dispersal into Remote Oceania, with the f1
criterion18 and based on 12 B4a1a1a lineages
sampled from Vanuatu, is 3.5 (95% CI: 1.2,
In fact, as for B4a1a1*, the geographic region of highest 5.8) ka (Table S8). Although imprecise, the point estimate
control-region diversity is the Bismarck Archipelago, is strikingly close to the likely Lapita founder age of 3.1–
decreasing with distance both west and east (Table S7). 3.3 ka41 (based on radiocarbon, and uncontroversial for
The diversity in Indonesia is markedly lower than in the Remote Oceania because this was the first settlement),
Bismarcks, and—except for the high variation in the corroborating the mutation rate used here. For Polynesia,
nearby Bougainville Island—it is substantially lower every- the only usable data sets for cross-checking are of HVS-I
where else that the clade is found, whatever the diversity variation. There is reasonable agreement that Western Polmeasure employed. Furthermore, the lower bound of the ynesia was colonized about 2.9 ka,42 and the HVS-I point
HVS-I age estimate with the Bismarck data alone is 5.4 estimate is 2.95 ka (Table S8). The founder age in
ka, clearly excluding the ~4 ka timing of the putative Madagascar from ISEA is 1.9 (95% CI: 0, 4.2) ka via HVS-I
‘‘out of Taiwan’’ dispersal through ISEA and the arrival in data. Although the independent variation in Madagascar
the Bismarck Archipelago at 3.5 ka. The lower bounds of is small and the confidence interval wide, the point estithe age estimates obtained from the overall data set (and mate correlates rather well with the earliest human presence in Madagascar, assumed to be due to the arrival of
overall Near Oceania) also exclude these ages (Table S7).
The overall age estimated for the motif from complete Austronesian-speaking people from ISEA, without discrimmtDNAs is 5.3 (95% CI: 4.1, 6.6) ka. However, taking the inating alternative models that differ by about 1000 years
value for the Bismarck Archipelago alone as the best esti- or so.43
Given that the Polynesian motif and its predecessors
mate for the age of the clade (because, if it represents its
place of origin, it should be least susceptible to subsequent evidently represent an earlier expansion, we then adfounder effects), the motif is most likely at least 6.5 ka old dressed the question of whether other mtDNAs from
(Table 1). The lower bounds of the 95% confidence limits ISEA might track the presumed spread of Austronesian
for both estimates clearly exclude the Lapita horizon of languages into Near Oceania at the time of Lapita. We
~3.5 ka. Considering the age estimates from HVS-I on the checked for the presence of other lineages within the
north coast of New Guinea (~5.4 ka) and ISEA (~3.5 ka) hypothetical sphere of interaction5 in which B4a1a1*
5000
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and B4a1a1a are found by dividing our overall HVS-I data
sets into geographic classes: Wallacea, the north coast of
New Guinea, the Bismarck Sea, the south coast of New
Guinea, the Solomon Islands, and Remote Oceania (Table
S9). We then assumed that a lineage was potentially part
of the voyaging corridor gene pool if it was found in at least
three of these regions. We also included the Philippines
and Taiwan in the analysis to check whether any of the
lineages could have entered this region from the north.
The results indicate that a number of other mtDNAs may
indeed track movements between ISEA and Near Oceania,
in both directions, during the Holocene (Table S9).
Low levels of haplogroup E1b38 are distributed from ISEA
to Near Oceania but no further, with a founder age of
~3.4 (95% CI: 0.5, 6.5) ka. Several other lineages from
ISEA (within B5b and M7b1) are also found at low frequencies in coastal New Guinea and Vanuatu. The M7b1 lineage
distributed between ISEA and the Bismarcks likely originated in Taiwan, although it makes up <0.1% of mtDNAs
sampled in the Bismarcks to date.
Conversely, there are a number of haplogroup Q1 and
Q2 subclusters, probably all originating in the New Guinea
region and with Pleistocene or early-Holocene time depths
in the Bismarcks, which extend westward as far as Mainland Southeast Asia, and two of these have also spread
east into Remote Oceania, thus matching closely the
pattern for B4a1a1a. Several others extend eastward at least
as far as the Bismarcks and/or Solomon Islands, and haplogroup P1 may also have spread from New Guinea to
Vanuatu via the Bismarcks (Table S9). However, the indigenous lineages of the Bismarck Archipelago, M27, M28,
and M29, are rarely found beyond their place of origin.
A deep ancestry for the Polynesian motif in the Bismarcks was proposed several years ago on the basis of
HVS-I evidence (albeit without error estimates) but was
subsequently rejected because of concerns, which have
now been addressed, about the mtDNA clock.19,44,45 Our
results show that the maternal ancestors of most Remote
Pacific islanders split from Asian mainland lineages ~10–
20 ka, rather than ~5.5 ka, as would be the case if they
were to be explained by the ‘‘out of Taiwan’’ model. They
had established themselves in the Bismarck Archipelago
by at least ~6 ka, rather than arriving there ~3.5 ka with
the advent of Lapita pottery, as the model predicts.46 Haplogroup B4a1a, although almost exclusively associated
with speakers of Austronesian languages, cannot have
dispersed from Taiwan into ISEA and the Pacific 3–4 ka.
The 95% confidence limits on the ages of B4a1a1 and
B4a1a1a from complete mtDNAs explicitly reject this
explanation for their distribution (Table 1). Because
B4a1a, along with some haplogroup Q lineages—of likely
New Guinean origin, which occur in Polynesia at a rate
of <5%10,12—make up almost all of the mtDNAs found
in Polynesia, these results exclude any significant direct
Taiwanese contribution from ~4 ka to the maternal
ancestry of Polynesians. (We cannot entirely rule out an
early Holocene dispersal from Taiwan >8 ka,23 but such

a dispersal would not match the archaeologically dated
‘‘out of Taiwan’’ model.)
In ruling out both a simple Taiwanese and a Wallacean
origin, these results also contradict an influential ‘‘slow
boat’’ model for Polynesian origins that suggests an
ancestry in Taiwan at ~4 ka for the maternal line of descent
while positing a large Near Oceanic origin for the male
side, based on Y chromosome evidence.10,47–49 Our results
suggest instead that the mtDNA subclade B4a1a and the
major Pacific Y chromosome haplogroup C2 might be
distributed in a rather similar way, with a proximally
Near Oceanic, but ultimately Southeast Asian, ancestry.
Several widely distributed paternal subclades may have
a Taiwanese ancestry, but they only occur in Oceania at
low frequencies.49,50 Available autosomal microsatellite
diversity, furthermore, suggests that Polynesian patterns
show a partly East Asian and partly Near Oceanic ancestry
at low resolution but are distinct from both at higher resolution.51,52 This is also compatible with our model of
a largely ancient Asian ancestry for Polynesian origins,
with an early Holocene incubation period in ISEA and
then in Near Oceania. The male and female lines of descent
may therefore not have such radically contrasting histories
as some have proposed.10,53
The spread of B4a1a1a back through New Guinea into
ISEA, which most likely took place ~4–5 ka, suggests
instead that models based on the idea of a ‘‘voyaging
corridor,’’5,7 facilitating exchange between ISEA and Near
Oceania, may provide a more plausible backdrop to the
settlement of the Remote Pacific. The HVS-I database
provides further indications of small-scale bidirectional
movements across this region. E1b, in particular, might
plausibly have been carried by small numbers of Austronesian-speaking voyagers who integrated with coastaldwelling B4a1a1 groups in the Bismarcks (where it is
present at ~5%), perhaps stimulating the rise and spread
of the Lapita culture and the dispersal of the Oceanic
languages.38 Other lineages from Southeast Asia are also
found at low frequencies in Near Oceania, and still others
are candidates for dispersal from Taiwan into eastern
Indonesia via the Philippines, but they did not reach
Oceania.25 Some of these may have also been involved in
the transmission of Austronesian culture and languages,
although they evidently had no demic role in the founding
of Polynesia.
Thus, although our results rule out any substantial
maternal ancestry in Taiwan for Polynesians, they do not
preclude an Austronesian linguistic dispersal from Taiwan
to Oceania 3–4 ka,54 mediated by social networks rather
than directly by people of Taiwanese ancestry but perhaps
involving small numbers of migrants at various times.9
The mtDNA patterns point to the possibility of a staged
series of dispersals of small numbers of Austronesian
speakers, each followed by a period of extensive acculturation and language shift.55
Overall, though, the mtDNA evidence highlights
a deeper and more complex history of two-way maritime
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interaction between ISEA and Near Oceania than is evident
from most previous accounts.54 Archaeological and
linguistic evidence for maritime interaction between ISEA
and Near Oceania during the early and mid-Holocene is
strengthening, however,9,56 and it has been suggested
that contacts might have been facilitated by sea-level rises
and improvements in conditions on the north coast of
New Guinea.4 Early to mid-Holocene social networks
between New Guinea and the Bismarck Archipelago are
marked by the spread of stone mortars and pestles,
obsidian, and stemmed obsidian tools from ~8 ka57 until
before or alongside the advent of Lapita pottery in the
Bismarcks at ~3.5 ka.6 The absence of early Lapita pottery
on New Guinea suggests major disruptions to preexisting
exchange networks within Near Oceania before or at
~3.5 ka, with increasing social isolation of some areas
and increasing interaction between others.
There is also emerging evidence from both archaeology
and archaeobotany for the spread of domesticates during
the mid-Holocene, before the presumed advent of Austronesian dominance from ~4 ka. Molecular analyses suggest
that bananas,58 sago,59 greater yam,60 and sugarcane61 all
underwent early domestication in the New Guinea region.
These cultivars, and associated cultivation practices,
diffused westward into ISEA, where the plants and linguistic
terms for them were adopted by Proto-Malayo-Polynesian
speakers upon their arrival ~4 ka9,54,62. The vegetative cultivation of these plants evidently occurred within ISEA before
any Taiwanese influences became significant.
This work suggests, therefore, a convergence of archaeological and genetic evidence, as well as concordance
between different lines of genetic evidence. Our results
imply an early to mid-Holocene Near Oceanic ancestry
for the Polynesian peoples, likely fertilized by small
numbers of socially dominant Austronesian-speaking
voyagers from ISEA in the Lapita formative period,
~3.5 ka. Our work can therefore also pave the way for
new accounts of the spread of Austronesian languages.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include one figure and nine tables and can be
found with this article online at http://www.cell.com/AJHG/.
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